


Using the Cards
Students can work independently or in teams when completing the scavenger hunt.

Get ready:

1. Place the scavenger hunt cards in different places around the classroom.
2. Give each student or group of students a recording sheet to use for recording their answers.

Completing the activity:

1. Students can begin at any of the cards.  You may want each student or group of students to begin with a different 
card so that they don’t all crowd around one card.

2. Students write the letter in the circle that is on their first card in the circle under the word “Start” on their 
recording sheet. 

3. Students read the problem on their assigned card and solve.
4. Students move around the room and try to find the card that shows the answer to the problem that they just 

solved on the previous card.  The answer is on the top half of each card.
5. Once they find the next card, they write the letter in the circle on that card in the next circle on their recording 

sheet.  Then, they read the problem on that new card and repeat the same process.
6. The scavenger hunt continues until the students fill in all 30 letters (A-DD) on their recording sheet in the correct 

order.

Checking the answers: The answers run in a full loop which means that the order of students’ answers should be the 
same.  However, if students start at different cards, they will each have different starting and ending letters.   You just 
need to confirm that their letters run in the same sequence as is shown on the answer key, regardless of which card they 
solved for first.
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Try this one next!

If you got this answer... If you got this answer...

Try this one next!

Line Plots with Fractions Line Plots with Fractions
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J Z

Jason’s apartment building is not included above. His apartment 
building is !

"
the height of the tallest apartment building in the line plot. 

How tall is Jason’s apartment building?

The city is building a new building that will be 4$% times 

the height of the shortest apartment building. How 

many meters tall will the new building be?

30 7
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Try this one next!

If you got this answer... If you got this answer...

Try this one next!

Line Plots with Fractions Line Plots with Fractions
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F W

Rylee bought these bags of trail mix for the class camping trip. 
Each student will be given the exact same amount of trail mix to 

carry in their sacks. If there are 25 students, how many 
pounds of trail mix will each student carry?

The trail mix in these bags is combined into one big bag. Then, 
the trail mix is redistributed into bags so that each bag 

contains $
!

pound of trail mix. How many bags will be 

created?

20
3
8 20

1
4

G G 1
Pounds 1	  bag

Bags	  of	  Trail	  Mix	  by	  Weight

G G 1
Pounds 1	  bag

Bags	  of	  Trail	  Mix



Recording Sheet
Name _____________________________________

Write the letter that is in the circle of the card you begin with 
under “Start.”  Continue filling out your answers in the same order 

that you solve the cards. 
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Start

Back to 
Start

Recording Sheet
Name _____________________________________

Write the letter that is in the circle of the card you begin with 
under “Start.”  Continue filling out your answers in the same order 

that you solve the cards. 

Start

Back to 
Start



* ANSWER KEY *

Fold over this 
side of the page 

to keep the 
answer key 
covered.
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Remember that students may start at different places in the 
chain of answers shown below. Regardless of which answer 
they solve for first, the order of their answers should be the 
same because the cards run in a full loop.

Start

J

P

B

Y

G

X

Q CC

T

Z

O

L

I

A C

W

M

U

H

K

A A

R

E V

S

B B

N

F

DD

D

Back to 
Start


